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KNOWDIO LIVE  
STRWAMING
PRESENTATION
Stream Live From Anywhere With Reliable, Secured &
Powerful Live Streaming Platform
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Knowdio Live help you broadcast over
a live streaming platform with zero
latency and zero buffering

SECURED LIVE
STREAMING PLATFORM
TO STREAM CONTENT

Stream to a live audience
seamlessly over any
bandwidth with Knowdio.
Ensure an enjoyable
streaming experience with
state-of-the-art technology.

DELIVER
BUFFER-FREE STREAMING

Multiply your viewership
by streaming directly to
your subscribers over
social media platforms
with Knowdio's advanced
integration capabilities.

REACH A
VARIETY OF PLATFORMS

GROW
REVENUE WITH LIVE VIDEO
Be it pre-event streaming or
product launches, create a
customised revenue model
to earn from every view of
videos on your video
streaming solution.
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Ensure end-to-end security
for your live streaming
software with Knowdio's
security technologies
whether you host it on a
cloud or on-premise server
as per content requirements.

PROTECT VIDEO
UPLOADS

Keep track of viewing and
generate customized
reports for any metric over
any length of time with
Google Analytics.

REAL-TIME ANALYTICS ADAPTIVE BIT-RATE STREAMING

Our technology enables buffer-free
streaming for your live videos.
Bandwidth issues and multi-
platform streaming is smooth and
hassle-free.

EMBEDDED LIVE STREAMING

Increase interaction with
subscribers by embedding links to
your streams across any platform
capable of being viewed over
multiple devices.
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LIVE STREAM TO SOCIAL PLATFORMS
SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH MULTI-STREAMING

LIVE STREAM ON MULTIPLE PLATFORMS AT
ONCE WITH SIMULCASTING
SIMULCAST STREAMING, MAXIMIZE LIVE CONTENT
REACH ACROSS MULTIPLE PLATFORMS

Simulcasting on live streaming
platforms amplifies the engagement of
the live streaming content by reaching
your audience’s favorite platforms. 

With Knowdio’s Multi Simulcast
streaming, reaching millions of viewers
is made possible on RTMP-enabled
platforms such as Facebook Live,
YouTube Live, Twitch and many more
platforms.
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Create and deliver a better video experience

PER-TITLE ENCODING

Optimize streams for
bandwidth by encoding
based on actual picture
content of the video to

lower bitrates. This
maximizes video quality

and reduces playback
interruptions.

Team Leader

TRANSMUXING

Enable faster playback by
rearranging the audio and

video files of your live
streams into multiple

delivery formats that work
with even ultra-low latency

conditions.

FLEXIBLE INGEST

Automate data entry with
fast and reliable ingest that
prepares your live streams

by importing closed
captions, ad breaks and

metadata from the video
files.

 

CLOUD TRANSCODING 
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HLS & DASH

Live stream over your
platform with the best

adaptive bitrate streaming
protocols like HLS and

DASH that automatically
optimize video resolution

for the internet speed
availability.

Team Leader

MULTI FORMATS &
CODEC

Transmit your streams to a
wider audience in multiple
formats MP4,FLV, MPEG-
DASH, MOV, TS and many

more.

FASTER PLAYBACK

With adaptive streaming
and transcoding

technologies, your live
streams are not affected by
latency issues and played

quickly on any device.

Maximise ROI with faster and smoothermulti-
format streams

ALL DEVICE PLAYER
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MONETIZE ALL YOUR LIVE CONTENT & ENLARGE
YOUR REVENUE GRAPH
Get the best out of your live streaming platform
with tailored monetization models

Preroll, Midroll or Postroll - Ad based
monetization integration strategically
placed according to the performance
of videos churns out the maximum
revenue.

ADVERTISEMENT
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CONFIGURATIONS FOR LIVE STREAMING:
Live Streaming Set Up

Live Streaming Server with multiple streaming Channels 

Unlimited Streaming Bandwidth

2 Gbps Bandwidth Speed

24 X 7 Support

Re-stream to multiple social media and other streaming servers

Streaming Monetization with revenue sharing 80:20

Mobile Device Support – Video Player (Android/iOS)

Live Preview & Player Embed Code

Stream up to 1080p @ 30fps

Free Video Player with unlimited video play and ad impressions.

No Extra charges like ( CDN, Server, or Player cost )
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